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I found the section on marketing planning and how to integrate the internet into your branding and marketing plans to be
extremely effective. New charts throughout each section as well as new sidebar features called "Marketing Insight" and
"Marketing for the Millenium" make the book even more valuable.

The following describes the contents of the marketing plan which includes the executive summary, corporate
purpose, situation analysis SWOT , objectives, strategies, action plan, monitoring evaluation and control and
the marketing intelligence system. Executive summary The planning document should start with a short
summary of the main goals and recommendations to be found in the main body of the plan. A summary
permits management to quickly grasp the major directions of the plan. Basic mission This answers the
question what business is the enterprise in and what business should the enterprise be in? Periodically the
basic mission of an organisation has to be reconsidered since the environment of enterprises is constantly
changing. For example, in the wake of market liberalisation many marketing parastatals are being forced to
revise their mission statements. Those that formerly had exclusive rights to market staple foods such as grains,
and under market liberalisation have had this exclusive function taken away from them, are wrestling with the
question of what their role should be now. They may have alternative roles which they could assume such as
becoming the buyer and seller of last resort, or becoming an instrument of development whereby the parastatal
acts as the marketing agent of small scale farmers and with their storage and transport resources close the
competitive gap between smallholders and the large farms and plantations. Then again, the marketing
parastatal may be commercialised, or even privatised, in order to increase the level of competition when new
grain suppliers enter the market. The process can be imperceptible. Investments can be made here and there,
none of which amounts to a substantial drain on corporate resources but collectively they can sap those
resources and divert the organisation from its core business and core customers. This was experienced by the
multinational mining company Rio Tinto. Some of these were fairly closely related to mining but others had
little or no connection. One sector in which Rio Tinto became involved was agricultural equipment and
services. These agricultural businesses ranged from the construction and assembly of equipment to the
operation of a forge and the provision of an irrigation systems design service. The management of mines and
mining has little in common with the management of agricultural manufacturing businesses. The methods of
operation are quite different, the resources required are on quite different scales, as are the returns on
investment, and the strategies that are applied in one sector have no relevance to the other. Eventually, Rio
Tinto did what many large organisations have done before it and returned to its core business by divesting
itself of these other investments. By doing so, Rio Tinto released resources which it could then channel back
into the core business. It should not be concluded that only large organisations become confused over the
question of what business they are in. Some businesses never consider the question of what business they are
to operate in at the outset. Foba Engineering, based in Kaduna, Nigeria, is typical of many small companies in
that it makes a range of unrelated products. For instance, Foba fabricates both grain milling equipment and
trunking for street lighting. More importantly, since it operates in diverse markets Foba has neither the facility
to properly study the needs of each of those markets nor can they anticipate future developments since they do
not have the resources to monitor trends in all of those markets. This occurs when an enterprise defines its
business in terms of its current production technology rather than according to the needs which it seeks to
serve. This is an extremely important part of the Marketing Plan. Threats may be insignificant. The situation
analysis helps identify the answer to four basic questions: How did it get there? What conditions is it heading
into? What strategy should it adopt for the future? Threats and opportunities, however, have their origins in
the external environment and are, for the most part, outside the direct control of the organisation. Nonetheless,
an organisation that is carefully monitoring changes in the external environment is in a position to anticipate
events i. The meanings of these elements of SWOT analysis are: Objectives should be quantifiable,
measurable, achievable, communicable and consistent. Objectives may be stated in economic or subjective
terms. Greenley has carried out a comprehensive study of the range of objectives which organisations pursue,
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and drawing upon the work of such as Ansoff5, Hofer6, Pearce and Robinson7 and Thompson and Strickland8
has summarised these objectives and the way in which they tend to be measured. Those goals which do not
relate to profitability, such as employee relations and those related to social responsibility, are social rather
than economic objectives. Economic objectives have to be translated into marketing goals. If the company
only has a 7 percent market share, then it would be expecting the total industry sales to top 23 million units.
The company has to set certain targets for consumer awareness, distribution coverage and so on, if it expects
to maintain or improve its 3 percent market share. Hence the overall marketing objectives might include the
target of doubling consumer awareness of the brand being sold and raising the number of distribution outlets
by about 10 percent over and above the other stated targets. Competition in commodity centres around.
Moreover, the prices of commodities tend to be highly volatile being subject to the simple laws of supply and
demand. It was for these reasons that Sime Darby began to actively pursue ways of reducing its dependence
upon its traditional products and diversifying into processing and manufacturing. It is to be remembered that at
the point when Sime Darby began to depart from its traditional commodity businesses it was not in crisis but
was enjoying record sales and profits in those businesses. However, senior management was conscious that its
continued growth and expansion would come only to a limited extent from its trading activities. At the same
time, the corporation was aware that its technical capabilities were more of a weakness than a strength.
Therefore, Sime Darby adopted a strategy of forming joint ventures and strategic alliances with foreign
companies with greater technical expertise. The company operates such diverse businesses as plantations and
estates, agricultural equipment distribution, commodities trading and related businesses in finance and
insurance. These activities are organised into six divisions or strategic business units. Over fifty percent of
corporate profits come from products grown on its plantations. EPL processes cooking oil from palm, soya,
corn and other crops. Since Sime Darby has bought food processing businesses in various Asian countries as
well as Australia, and its diversification continues. Thus Sime Darby made the transition from a Malaysian
commodity trader, heavily dependent upon two crops - rubber and palm - to an international manufacturing
and trading conglomerate. It did so by recognising its strengths in marketing and trading and its weaknesses in
the technical aspects of food processing. The corporation also recognised its opportunities as a cash rich
business and one that was well situated to give foreign partners an entry into Malaysia, where majority foreign
ownership was not permitted. Lastly, Sime Darby foresaw the threat of remaining dependent on commodities
where prices and profits were volatile and moved into value added products. Each objective can be achieved in
a number of ways and so the marketing manager is faced with making choices. A strategic objective is a
choice and a statement of priority for the enterprise. Objectives are drawn up from an analysis of the strategic
focus. The basic strategic options are outlines in figure 3. Basically the choice is to increase volume or reduce
costs; ideally these should be pursued simultaneously. In developing the strategy, the basic marketing tools
can be identified: Customer targets Market segments are based on product or customer characteristics. Typical
product characteristics are different sizes, prices and colours whereas customer characteristics may be age,
sex, income, social class, geographical location or personality. Examples of each are: Product specialisation In
China vegetable traders do not handle other products, not even fruit. The reverse is also true: Chinese fruit
traders do not handle vegetables. Selective specialisation Colombian flower producers grow long stemmed
carnations for the North American market and short stemmed carnations for the European market. Full market
coverage John Deere manufactures a full line of agricultural equipment and seeks to market it, either directly
or through agents, in every country in the world that has an agricultural industry. The mix is the right
combination of marketing activities to ensure customer satisfaction. Each element of the marketing mix has a
chapter of this textbook devoted to its exposition and therefore they are discussed only briefly here. The
product offering can be manipulated to create different market effects at three levels: At its core, a product is
not a physical entity but the benefits that it offers customers. Those benefits may be physical or psychological
in nature. The consumption of imported foods, in a developing country, sometimes has as much to do with the
status of being seen to buy sophisticated, and perhaps expensive, products as it has with any superior physical
qualities compared to domestic equivalents. The tangible product refers to its features, quality, styling,
packaging, branding and labelling. A third level is that of the augmented product, that is, additional service
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elements which are attached to the product. Examples include after-sales service, extended guarantees, credit
facilities, technical advice and product trials. Prices should be set in relation to specific pricing objectives.
Pricing decisions include payments, terms, discounts, contract and pricing structures. Non-price competition
may come through packaging, labelling and advertising. Prices have to reflect the costs of production and
marketing and target profit margins. A variety of approaches may be taken to pricing including cost based,
demand based, competitor based and market based. Promotion includes advertising, public relations, selling,
exhibitions, brochures, data sheets and free gifts. Possibly the most important decision about promotion is the
message to be communicated. To this end, an organisation will seek to convey a unique selling proposition
USP , that is, to find some aspect of the product, service or organisation which others cannot, or simply do not,
promote to customers and which is perceived to be important or attractive to those consumers. It is intended to
both inform and persuade. Whereas, promotion tends to be short term in its effects, advertising tends to take
time to have any effect, but then its effects, when they come, can be lasting. Whilst no one has firmly
established exactly how advertising works, it is generally thought to conform to the sales- expenditure pattern
depicted in figure 3. This is perhaps because the intensity of advertising that such expenditures would buy is
below a threshold where most of the target audience would become aware of the product or service. Once that
threshold is crossed there is a dramatic response to increasing levels of advertising expenditure. Eventually
though, the target market is saturated and whilst advertising expenditures continue to increase the market
response plateaus. The challenge to strategic planners is to work out the range of advertising expenditures that
will prove the above threshold A but below threshold B. Produce distribution elements include physical
distribution like storage handling, transportation and warehousing, both on and off farm, and functional
distribution e. The decision as to which distribution channel the organisation should seek to use falls into the
realm of strategic marketing but actions within the chosen channels are operational in nature. Growers,
processors and manufacturers have to market their products to, and not through, channel members.
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2: Marketing Management: Analysis, Planning, and Control - Philip Kotler - Google Books
Strategic market planning -- Industrial marketing -- Research for marketing decisions -- Global marketing management -Marketing management -- Strategic marketing for nonprofit organizations.

Search Key Elements of Marketing Management Market analysis, market planning, plan implementation and
the market control complete the process of marketing management in a circle and allows the manager to
evaluate and analyze every stage of the campaign by completing surveys and viewing the feedback of the
customers which allows him to make amendments to the previous marketing techniques employed. These
techniques must always be refreshed in order to give a new look to the brand especially when it has become
old and tested. Some brands do not need much of a new look because of their popularity but if they are
brought out in a new face then people will naturally feel more attracted towards it. The principles of marketing
management require and include: The company is better equipped to evaluate the impact of its practices once
it has understood the marketing environment and gathered the results. A marketing manager typically handles
the marketing management in large firms. However in small firms this is done by the owner himself. You need
to know what each of the above mentioned principles have in store to complete the process of management.
You can download excellent powerpoint slides on strategic management and marketing strategy here. Stress is
laid on the future tasks since the marketing manager is keen to explore information pertaining to the
competitive social-economic and political environments. He uses the S. T analysis in order to ensure the
strengths and weaknesses of the market analysis the threats and opportunities within that market. The
evaluation of the growth, trend, distribution channels and the market size as well as the cost is also a part of
their job. Marketing Plan Once the market has been analyzed then the managers come up with the marketing
plan. They need to consider the product itself along with its placement and pricing, including the packaging of
the product. The people who would be involved in the whole plan and the promotion of the product form an
integral part of this stage of the marketing management. Market Implementation Once the evaluation and
planning has been endorsed it is now considered as the marketing implementation phase. Stress is laid on the
timings of each activity and adjusting situation wherever necessary. You can consider the examples of coupon
promotions and email marketing as part of marketing implementation stage. Market Control At this stage the
marketing managers have to take control of the situation and see where the success or failure of the company
lies. They use measures to evaluate the success of the campaign and use surveying and feedback strategies to
analyze their implementation. The role of the marketing manager is very important in the whole management
phase. The principles begin and end with the efforts of the manager. The workload of the marketing managers
is twice as much as the employees working under him because technically his work hours are 40 per week and
he needs to monitor the campaign inside out. Usually he is an experienced professional with a strong academic
background in business administration. You can donwload excellent powerpoint slides on marketing plan and
marketing strategy here. The business discipline which is being addressed here is marketing management and
it is basically the practical aspect of all the techniques of marketing management learnt in the form of case
studies. The actual use of resources is an altogether new experience. Marketing is a growing avenue which has
crossed borders and introduced itself in the international front. It is an integral part of the marketing strategy of
a firm. This is also known as the 3 Cs analyses which has now been upgraded with an addition o the industrial
context analysis and the collaborator analysis. As part of the marketing management process marketers use
multiple and diverse techniques to conduct the market research which yields the performance of the market.
These techniques include the qualitative and quantitative marketing research, observational and experimental
techniques. When a company is capable of possessing and developing the competitive environment for the
firm, it can be maintained for a longer period of time. It will be convenient to say that these principles of
marketing management cannot be ignored by any manager who is dedicated to his company, and wants to
achieve the highest profit from the campaigns that he has been working hard on. There are several examples of
successful firms that have gained respect and prestige in the market because of following these principles of
marketing management. The stages of the principles discussed take place in order and have to be crucially
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followed for the benefit of the employees as well as the customers. The manager is ultimately answerable for
missing out on any of the technicalities involved in fulfilling the mission and has to pay a very high penalty if
it has been a serious miss-out point. These criteria are essential for all the marketing candidates interesting in
becoming the future manager of a firm or are already potentially being considered to become the manager of
their firm. They need to look into the matter seriously and respond to the task at hand more promptly. The
main purpose behind inclusion of these principles of marketing management is that they care the stages of
developing and launching any brand or product. Just like a child is raised from the cradle similarly the brand
gains its name from these principles which play an integral part in running the campaign and making it
possible for the team to run the market smoothly. Market analysis, market planning, plan implementation and
the market control complete the process of marketing management in a circle and allows the manager to
evaluate and analyze every stage of the campaign by completing surveys and viewing the feedback of the
customers which allows him to make amendments to the previous marketing techniques employed.
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3: Marketing management : analysis, planning, implementation, and control in SearchWorks catalog
Understanding market management-- analyzing marketing opportunities-- researching and selecting target markets-developing marketing strategies-- planning marketing programs-- organizing, implementing and controlling marketing
effort.

Includes bibliographical references and index. Managing the Marketing Process and Marketing Planning.
Marketing Information Systems and Marketing Research. Analyzing the Marketing Environment. Analyzing
Consumer Markets and Buyer Behavior. Analyzing Industries and Competitors. Measuring and Forecasting
Market Demand. Differentiating and Positioning the Market Offer. Managing Product Life Cycles and
Strategies. Designing Strategies for the Global Marketplace. Managing Products Lines, Brands, and
Packaging. Managing Service Businesses and Ancillary Services. Designing Pricing Strategies and Programs.
Selecting and Managing Marketing Channels. Designing Communication and Promotion-Mix Strategies.
Designing Effective Advertising Programs. Organizing and Implementing Marketing Programs. Evaluating
and Controlling Marketing Performance. Nielsen Book Data Understanding market management-- analyzing
marketing opportunities-- researching and selecting target markets-- developing marketing strategies-planning marketing programs-- organizing, implementing and controlling marketing effort. It emphasizes the
importance of teamwork between marketing and all the other functions of the business; introduces new
perspectives in successful strategic market planning; and presents additional company examples of creative,
market- focused, and customer-driven action. Kotler underscores the importance of computers,
telecommunications, and other new technologies in improving marketing planning, and performance. Nielsen
Book Data This eighth edition highlights developments and trends in global marketing. It emphasizes
teamwork and introduces new perspectives in market planning, offering examples of creative, market-focused
and customer-driven action. It also underscores the importance of the new technologies. Nielsen Book Data
Subjects.
4: Editions of Marketing Management by Philip Kotler
Get Textbooks on Google Play. Rent and save from the world's largest eBookstore. Read, highlight, and take notes,
across web, tablet, and phone.

5: AGRICULTURAL AND FOOD MARKETING MANAGEMENT
Marketing management: analysis, planning, implementation, and control. [Philip Kotler] -- Focuses on the major dcisions
that marketing managers and top management in their efforts to harmonize the organization's objectives, capabilities,
and resources with marketplace needs and.

6: Best Website on Marketing Strategy, Marketing Plan, and Marketing Management
Focuses on the major dcisions that marketing managers and top management in their efforts to harmonize the
organization's objectives, capabilities, and resources with marketplace needs and opportunities.

7: Marketing Management by Philip Kotler
Marketing Management Analysis, Planning, and Control, Philip Kotler, , Marketing, pages. Marketing and the Bottom
Line The Marketing Metrics to Pump Up Cash Flow, Tim Ambler, , Business & Economics, pages.

8: Marketing management : analysis, planning, and control / Philip Kotler - Details - Trove
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The new product development cycle has been undergoing changes that are accelerating rapidly because of the
increases in technology and competitive pressures that are rendering new products very.

9: Kotler, Marketing Management: Analysis, Planning, Implementation, and Control | Pearson
Professor Kotler's book, Marketing Management, is the world's most widely used graduate level textbook in marketing.
His other textbooks include Principles of Marketing and management: An Introduction and they are also widely used
around the world.
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